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Executive Summary

Florida faces a once-in-a-generation opportunity to transform its economy by becoming a global hub for trade, logistics, and export oriented manufacturing activities.

Florida has long been an important consumer market and a gateway for trade between the United States and Latin American and Caribbean nations. Over the next decade, several trends will position Florida for a larger, more commanding role as a trade hub:

- Florida is located in the fastest growing U.S. business and consumer market, the arc of southern states from Texas to Virginia.
- Florida also is located at the crossroads of growing north-south and east-west trade lanes, with access to more than 1.1 billion consumers in the Western Hemisphere by 2035.
- The widening of the Panama Canal, together with the growth in Latin American and Caribbean markets, will realign global trade lanes and increase flows through this region in the coming decades.

Trade, logistics, and distribution industries employed 570,000 Floridians in 2008, with an average wage nearly 30 percent higher than the average for all industries in the state. Including spinoff jobs in related industries, trade and logistics support about 1.7 million jobs in Florida, nearly 22 percent of employment in the state.

Florida faces three major opportunities to take advantage of these changing trade patterns to revitalize its economy. Florida can:

- Capture a larger share of the containerized imports originating in Asia and serving Florida businesses and consumers, about half of which enter the nation through seaports in other states today;
- Expand export markets for Florida businesses by filling these import containers with Florida goods and using more efficient logistics patterns to attract advanced manufacturing and other export related industries to Florida; and
- Emerge as a global hub for trade and investment, leveraging its location on north-south and east-west trade lanes to become a critical point for processing, assembly, and shipping of goods to markets throughout the eastern United States, Canada, the Caribbean, and Latin America.

If pursued together, these opportunities could support over 32,000 jobs annually in the trade and logistics sector and generate $3.3 billion in business sales, $2.1 billion in personal income, and $193 million in state and local tax revenues. If supporting economic development impacts are realized, these opportunities could create up to an additional 111,000 jobs in export oriented industries including advanced manufacturing and supply chain management, and generate an additional $18.2 billion in business sales, $5.8 billion in personal income, and $530 million in tax revenues. These opportunities would transform Florida’s economy, adding world class strengths in trade, logistics, and advanced manufacturing to the state’s traditional strengths in agriculture, tourism, and construction.
Summary of Critical Near Term Actions

Achieving this vision will require a coordinated effort involving economic development, transportation, land use, workforce, and related investments. Critical near term action is needed in the following areas:

1. Support the leadership of the Governor as Florida’s economic development officer and trade ambassador to market Florida as a trade and logistics hub and to attract business investment to the state.

2. Expedite plans to create at least one seaport with 50 feet of channel depth and with an on dock or near dock rail connection by 2014, the scheduled completion of the Panama Canal expansion. This seaport would be able to serve as a first port of call for the largest container ships using the Panama Canal. The investment should be coordinated with a focused trade mission to help Florida pursue first call services from Asian container lines, as well as strategic investments in international distribution centers.

3. Identify global trade and logistics as a statewide targeted industry and a focus area for Enterprise Florida, Workforce Florida, the Florida Department of Transportation, and other state agencies. The state must strengthen existing marketing, incentives, and support services to meet the needs of this cluster.

4. Continue efforts to double the value of Florida origin exports over the next five years by pursuing opportunities to place Florida goods in the many containers and other vehicles which currently enter Florida full and leave empty.

5. Identify investments needed to maintain and expand Miami International Airport’s role as a global hub, as well as the potential benefits of creating a second tier air cargo hub elsewhere in Florida.

6. Advance planning for an integrated statewide network of trade gateways, logistics centers, and transportation corridors through Florida’s Strategic Intermodal System. The Florida Department of Transportation should work with partners to identify and address critical bottlenecks and connectivity gaps in this system.

7. Provide sufficient and reliable funding for future state investments in Florida’s trade, transportation, and economic development systems.
1.0 Introduction

Florida’s economy is in a period of transition. Six decades of nearly uninterrupted growth have yielded to the state’s deepest recession and first year of population loss since World War II. Florida faces significant economic challenges – yet its economic opportunities remain bright.

The Florida Chamber Foundation is leading a statewide initiative to develop an economic blueprint for the next two decades. This effort will position Florida for prosperity and high paying jobs, vibrant communities, and global competitiveness by focusing on the Six Pillars of Florida’s future economy. A critical element is diversifying Florida’s economic base and identifying new drivers of Florida’s economy.

Six Pillars of Florida’s Future Economy

At the same time, the Florida Department of Transportation over the past few years has worked closely with more than 80 statewide partners to update statewide plans covering the statewide Strategic Intermodal System, aviation, rail, and seaports, and to develop the 2060 Florida Transportation Plan, the state’s first ever 50 year transportation policy framework. All of these initiatives pointed to the need to prepare for anticipated growth in domestic and international trade.

Building on these two initiatives, the Foundation convened a statewide partnership of public and private organizations to explore Florida’s opportunities as a global hub for trade and logistics. In partnership with the Florida Department of Transportation, economic development organizations, and other statewide transportation and business stakeholders, the Foundation conducted a comprehensive study of trade flows and logistics in Florida.
The objectives of the Florida Trade and Logistics Study are to:

- Document existing and project future domestic and international trade flows to, from, and within Florida;
- Identify opportunities available to Florida to compete in the global marketplace; and
- Identify the strategies needed to take advantage of the most promising opportunities.

A committee of more than 29 partners representing all freight transportation modes, major shippers and receivers, economic development organizations, and landowners provided overall direction for the study. The Foundation commissioned Cambridge Systematics, Inc., with support from Martin Associates, Inc., to conduct the research. The research team:

- Developed a comprehensive database of freight flows to, from, and within Florida, covering both domestic and international trade and all transportation modes;
- Projected flows over the next 10, 25, and 50 years;
- Identified the economic value of flows using transportation and economic models which are industry standards in Florida and nationally; and,
- Conducted personal interviews with more than 75 shippers, receivers, trucking companies, railroads, airports, seaports, terminal operators, distribution centers, economic developers, landowners, and public agencies to document trends, identify issues and opportunities, and develop and assess strategies.

The study identifies global trade opportunities for Florida over the next few decades, and recommends statewide strategies to maximize these opportunities. The emphasis is on statewide opportunities and key ingredients for success, rather than on investments in specific regions or communities. This study intends to provide a coordinating framework for specific investments and recommendations included in plans such as the Florida Seaport Plan and Florida Rail Plan as well as other investments planned by private industry. Collectively, the strategies identified in this study would position Florida for growth in trade, logistics, and advanced manufacturing industries – supporting the statewide vision of prosperity and competitiveness in the 21st century.
2.0 Global Trade Trends

As Florida’s population and economy boomed during the 20th century, the ability of the state’s waterways, railways, and roads to move people and goods between Florida and other states helped spread growth from the northern tier throughout the peninsula. Florida’s agricultural and mining industries became major suppliers to markets nationwide and, over time, worldwide.

Following World War II, surplus military airfields became commercial airports, with Miami International Airport emerging as one of the world’s largest air cargo hubs due to its many direct connections to Latin America and the Caribbean. Florida’s major seaports expanded to accommodate rising trade, particularly between the United States and Latin America and the Caribbean. The value of global trade to and from Florida exploded from $4.3 billion in 1960 to a peak of $130 billion in 2008, before declining during the recession (both in constant 2009 dollars). While past growth has been impressive, a new international era for Florida’s economy will soon begin, driven by four key trends.

Shifting Global Economic Growth

The global economy is projected to grow about 3 percent annually during the next decade, slowing to 2.2 percent annually during the next 40 years. The global economy will double in size by 2040, and triple by 2060. The United States accounts for about one quarter of worldwide economic output today, but its share will decline as growth accelerates in Asia and Latin America. China may overtake the United States as the world’s largest economy, with India closing the gap. Central and South America, the Caribbean, Africa, and the Middle East also are expected to record strong growth.

Foreign markets represent both growth opportunities and competition for Florida businesses. During the next 50 years, over 80 percent of all worldwide economic growth will occur outside the United States. The value of trade worldwide rose from under $2 trillion in 1960 to $25 trillion in 2009 (adjusted to constant 2009 dollars); strong growth will continue through the next 50 years. Because of their size, growth, and aggressive export strategies, China and other East Asian markets will dominate future global trade. As one example, eight seaports in China, Taiwan, and South Korea collectively plan to add capacity for an additional 40 million containers (measured in twenty-foot equivalent units, or TEU) by 2020.
Figure 2.1  Major Global Economies, 2010 and 2060

2010

Top 20 Global Economies
2010 and 2060 Gross Domestic Product
Purchasing Power Parity

China $49.8 trillion
United States $38.6 trillion
India $23.3 trillion
Russia $12.5 trillion
Brazil $9.3 trillion

2060 Gross Domestic Product

2010 - 2060 Percent Change in GDP

China 423%
Pakistan 429%
Thailand 473%
Indonesia 490%
India 514%

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc. from International Monetary Fund data. Values in purchasing power parity, 2010 dollars.
Changing U.S. Economy

Following the recession, the U.S. gross domestic product is projected to grow about 2.3 percent per year through 2020, with slightly lower rates thereafter. The demand for freight transportation will increase as the economy grows. Total U.S. freight volumes are projected to grow from 18.6 billion tons in 2007 to 27.1 billion tons in 2040, or about 1.2 percent per year. The value of freight will grow 2.7 percent per year during this period, reflecting more rapid growth in high value cargo typically carried in containers.

The U.S. economy will continue its shift to services, information, and technology as key sources of jobs. Even with a decline in manufacturing jobs, productivity gains will increase manufacturing output and generate more freight. The United States will look to other nations as markets for agricultural and manufactured goods – particularly technology products – as well as sources of raw materials and basic manufactured goods.

Between the 1860s and the 1960s, international trade grew slowly, accounting for a relatively small portion of U.S. economic activity. After the 1960s, international trade grew, exceeding 24 percent of the U.S. economy today. The combined value of U.S. imports and exports is expected to quadruple by 2035, reaching 55 percent of gross domestic product.

U.S. population and economic growth are continuing to shift to the south and west. The arc of southern states from Texas to Virginia accounts for 36 percent of U.S. population today, and is expected to account for about one half of all growth during the next 50 years. The U.S. economy is increasingly driven by 10 to 12 megaregions of interconnected urban areas, with four megaregions located in the south (Figure 2.2). This region will become a more significant producer and consumer of trade in the future.

Figure 2.2   Emerging U.S. Megaregions

Source: America 2050.
Changing Global Trade Lanes

Historically, the major trade flows to and from the United States have been over the surface borders with Canada and Mexico, across the Atlantic Ocean with Europe, and across the Pacific Ocean with Asia (Figure 2.3). These trade patterns are rapidly realigning in response to several trends:

- Strong population and economic growth in the southern United States is drawing more trade to this region;
- A series of labor disputes and rail service disruptions, along with rising congestion, increased costs, more stringent environmental policies, and increasing security concerns have prompted steamship lines to reduce reliance on Pacific Coast seaports and spread cargo to the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts;
- The widening of the Panama Canal will reduce ocean carrier costs and the time associated with an all water route between east Asia and the U.S. Atlantic and Gulf Coasts;
- Increased production and export activity in India – which today accounts for only a fraction of U.S. imports – and other parts of south and southeast Asia may favor trade lanes to the eastern United States through the Suez Canal;
- More stable economic growth and a shift in low cost production to eastern and southern Africa is creating new trade lanes across the south Atlantic Ocean; and
- Continued growth among Florida’s traditional trading partners in Latin America and the Caribbean, and the potential reopening of relations with Cuba, will increase north-south trade through the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico.

Figure 2.3  Global Shipping Lanes and Gateways

Panama Canal Expansion: Implications for Florida

The expansion of the Panama Canal, which is planned for completion by the Canal’s 100th anniversary in 2014, will reshape trade flows worldwide. Because trade with China has become the single largest driver of U.S. waterborne container volumes, and because the Panama Canal is a key route for China-U.S. trade, its expansion is critical.

The Canal’s current dimensions allow passage of container ships with up to 4,400 TEU, known as Panamax vessels. The expansion will accommodate larger, post-Panamax vessels carrying up to 12,600 TEU, which require 50 feet of draft in fresh water (equivalent to 48 feet in salt water). Industry estimates suggest post-Panamax vessels account for about 30 percent of all ships today, but a large majority of all ships on order. Over 150 post-Panamax ships currently call on west coast seaports, and some can be redirected to the Panama Canal route if their owners believe the overall economics warrant the change.

Even with the Canal’s current dimensions, there has been a noticeable increase in all water services between East Asia and the U.S. Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. All water services are replacing traditional services with U.S. Pacific Coast seaports and cross country intermodal rail shipments. In 2006, the transpacific route accounted for 75 percent of Asian imports to the United States, with an average shipping time of 18.3 days. The Panama Canal route accounted for 19 percent of Asian imports and an average time of 21.6 days. The Canal widening will reduce costs and time by enabling larger ships and reducing congestion at the locks, making Asian service to the Gulf or Atlantic Coast seaports competitive with service to the Pacific Coast and a transcontinental rail shipment. Ocean carriers may choose to share their cost reductions with shippers to increase volumes through the Canal route, but this will be balanced against reducing volumes in their existing East Asia to the west coast routes.

Seaports desiring to serve the largest ships transiting the Canal must provide navigation channels with 50 feet of depth. Only one U.S. Atlantic Coast seaport, Norfolk, has at least 50 foot depth for both its channel and berths today (Table 2.1). Miami and New York have federal authorization to reach this depth but need funding to complete their projects. Plans to deepen harbors and channels at Port Everglades, Savannah, Jacksonville, and Charleston are in various stages of review and study by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Some Panama Canal traffic may be on smaller ships, or may be transloaded through seaports in Panama and the Caribbean, so U.S. seaports offering less than 50 feet of depth also will benefit from Panama Canal traffic. Larger container ports will continue to focus on developing container trade with Asia; midsize and developing container ports will pursue regional carriers as well as Asian feeder service. Growth in non-China container trade, and in general cargo and bulk commodity trade, also is expected. The factors driving seaport selection today – terminal capacity, efficiency, and operating costs; proximity to customers, markets, and distribution centers; and landside truck and rail services and infrastructure – will continue to play a key role in determining which seaports attract and retain the greatest share of traffic.
Table 2.1  Depth of U.S. Atlantic and Gulf Coast Seaports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seaport</th>
<th>Current Depth</th>
<th>Planned Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freeport, TX</td>
<td>45’</td>
<td>55’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk/Hampton, VA</td>
<td>50’</td>
<td>55’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus Christi, TX</td>
<td>45’</td>
<td>52’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, NY – Underway</td>
<td>45-50’</td>
<td>50’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>50’</td>
<td>50’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami, FL – Authorized</td>
<td>42’</td>
<td>50’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everglades, FL</td>
<td>42’</td>
<td>50’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston, MA</td>
<td>40’</td>
<td>48’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah, GA</td>
<td>42’</td>
<td>48’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston, SC</td>
<td>45’</td>
<td>45’ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville, FL</td>
<td>40’</td>
<td>45’ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile, AL</td>
<td>45’</td>
<td>45’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware River, DE/PA/NJ</td>
<td>40’</td>
<td>45’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galveston-Houston, TX</td>
<td>40’</td>
<td>45’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabine Naches, TX</td>
<td>40-42’</td>
<td>42-48’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa, FL</td>
<td>43’</td>
<td>43’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manatee, FL</td>
<td>40’</td>
<td>40’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>40’</td>
<td>40’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Martin Associates, Inc.

Changing Logistics Patterns

The ultimate goal of most logistics decisions is to move goods to the final customer on time and in perfect condition. Several trends have made logistics processes more efficient during the past few decades:

- A revolution in technology and practices including just-in-time inventory and quick response and on demand supply chain management;
- Introduction of double stack rail service and larger trucks, ships, and planes;
- Completion of the Interstate highway system; and
- Deregulation of the U.S. freight industry.

As a percentage of U.S. gross domestic product, total logistics costs declined steadily, from 16 percent in 1981 to under 9 percent by 2002 and an all time low of 7.7 percent in 2009.\textsuperscript{13}

As the economy recovers, volatile fuel prices, rising congestion, and increasing security and environmental costs will increase pressure on logistics costs. Shippers and carriers will likely respond by streamlining operations; providing more flexibility and redundancy on critical links in the supply chain to guard against disruption; and developing more point-to-point supply chains and regional distribution centers in states like Florida to avoid congestion at major international gateways such as Los Angeles and New York and at large domestic freight hubs such as Chicago. Increasing wages in China and other Asian markets, together with higher transportation and fuel costs and a desire to “green” supply chains, may refocus some supply chains into the Western Hemisphere.
What Are Other States Doing?

Many of Florida’s competitors are preparing for growth in international and domestic trade.

**Alabama** – The Alabama State Port Authority is improving marine terminals, intermodal rail yards, warehouse infrastructure, and intermodal connections to help the Port of Mobile expand its activities. A new privately developed container terminal at Choctaw Point has increased the port’s capacity. The port is served by six Class I railroads and is improving these connections. Companies which locate or expand operations on Port Authority property are eligible for a corporate income tax credit calculated at five percent of capital costs of the project for up to 20 years. The Alabama Industrial Development Training program provides on-site training for newly hired and incumbent workers in targeted industries.

**Georgia** – The Georgia Ports Authority has made significant investments in its seaports over the last few decades. The Port of Savannah is studying the deepening of the Savannah River to 48 feet. A decision on federal authorization is anticipated in 2011. Savannah aggressively expanded container facilities during the past decade and supported extensive distribution center development. The Georgia Ports Authority has attracted 19 distribution centers totaling 15 million square feet. Georgia and South Carolina are exploring a new container port facility at Jasper Island. The Georgia Department of Transportation is leading development of a statewide freight and logistics plan and studying the feasibility of truck only lanes serving the ports. The Georgia Port Authority Tax Bonus is available to industries locating or expanding in the state and using Georgia’s ports.

**Kansas/Missouri** – The states of Kansas and Missouri are two of several partners supporting the development of the Kansas City SmartPort, which promotes and enhances the 18 county, bistate Kansas City region’s potential as a leading North American logistics hub. The SmartPort focuses on three key activities: economic development, trade data exchange, and business services. The SmartPort is intended to be a major hub for rail, trucking, and air cargo activity for domestic and international products. Partners include the Greater Kansas City Chamber of Commerce, the Kansas City Area Development Council, and the Mid-America Regional Council.

**Michigan** – Several communities from Detroit to Ann Arbor are targeting growth of air cargo-related industries, drawing upon the many transcontinental flights which hub through Detroit. The Detroit Regional Aerotropolis will coordinate and market investments over a 60,000 acre region to attract trade and international business. The Next Michigan Development Act empowers regional economic development entities with incentives to attract businesses to the state, including the aerotropolis. In addition, the state is working on ongoing improvements to international border crossings, including a new bridge to Canada.

**Texas** – Texas has a history of investing in its trade and transportation infrastructure, including recent investments in seaports, inland ports, border crossings, and highway, rail, and waterway trade corridors. The Port of Houston Authority has expanded facilities at Bayport and Barbours Cut. The Bayport facility has capacity for 2.3 million TEU. Through partnerships with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) and Harris County, the port has modernized and continues to improve highway and rail access. Alliance is home to one of the most successful combinations of manufacturing and transportation facilities in the U.S, which provides Class I rail service, air cargo service, and highway access to major manufacturers and regional and national shippers. TxDOT continues to make targeted improvements to major trade corridors, including Interstate 35 and the planned extension of Interstate 69 from Indianapolis to Laredo. In addition, TxDOT is also leading the development of border master plans in El Paso and Laredo to facilitate international trade.

**Virginia** – Virginia has invested significantly in its transportation and logistics infrastructure. The Port of Virginia, with harbor depth exceeding 50 feet, has deepened one berth to 50 feet and is planning to deepen others. A private container terminal has opened in Portsmouth and the port is planning a massive new container terminal at Cranie Island. In addition, the Virginia Inland Port near Front Royal provides an inland distribution hub to connect the port to markets in Virginia and other states throughout the mid Atlantic region with service from Norfolk Southern Railroad. Norfolk Southern has partnered with federal and state entities through the Heartland Corridor to raise tunnel clearances, allowing operation of double-stack service from Norfolk to Chicago.
Implications for Florida

Together, these trends will reshape global trade flows, creating opportunities for Florida and other southeast states not seen since the Panama Canal opened 100 years ago. Florida is located in the fastest growing U.S. business and consumer market in the arc of southern states from Texas to Virgina. Florida also is located at the crossroads of growing north-south and east-west trade lanes, with access to more than 1.1 billion consumers in the Western Hemisphere by 2035. The widening of the Panama Canal, together with the growth in Latin American and Caribbean markets, creates the opportunity for an additional global trade hub, comparable in function to the major nodes in the western United States, western Europe, the Middle East, and east Asia (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4 Emerging Opportunities for Florida

Source: American Association of Port Authorities. Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis.
3.0 Trade and Logistics in Florida

Florida Trade Flows Today

Domestic and international trade flows in Florida are large and growing. They support a sizable share of the state’s economy and create significant transportation impacts. Domestic and international trade flows to, from, and within Florida are estimated at about 623 million tons in 2009, or about 33 tons per resident.\(^\text{14}\) Of this total, more than one half (328 million tons) originated and terminated within the state of Florida; these are shipments of raw materials and intermediate goods, as well as shipments from distribution centers to retail stores. About one third of the total, or 188 million tons, are imports from other nations and states to businesses and consumers in Florida. The remaining 107 million tons are exports produced in Florida and shipped to other states or nations (Figure 3.1).

Trucking is the dominant form of goods movement, accounting for more than 73 percent of all tonnage; most freight trips use a truck at some point in their journey (Figure 3.2). Water accounts for about 15 percent of all freight flows, followed by rail at 12 percent. Air accounts for less than 1 percent by volume, but a significant share of high value goods. This distribution across modes reflects the diversity of Florida’s intermodal transportation system.

- **Trucking** – Internal movements with both origin and destination in Florida account for 65 percent of tonnage handled by trucks; 19 percent are inbound; and 16 percent are outbound. Outbound flows of aggregates and phosphates help balance total trucking tonnage; for containerized cargo, inbound trucking flows exceed outbound flows by a wide margin.

- **Water** – Inbound movements account for 62 percent of international water tonnage; 38 percent are outbound.\(^\text{15}\)

- **Rail** – Internal movements account for 41 percent of rail tonnage; 44 percent are inbound; and 15 percent are outbound.

- **Air** – Inbound movements account for 70 percent of domestic air movements; 30 percent are outbound.\(^\text{16}\)
Florida Trade and Logistics Industry

Employment in trade, logistics, and warehousing totaled 570,000 people in 2008. This represented 7.4 percent of all jobs in Florida, up from 7 percent in 1998 (Figure 3.3). The average wage in these industries was $53,970, about 29 percent higher than the average for all jobs in the state. The trade and logistics cluster’s share of total jobs is about the same as the national average, suggesting the industry is not a major platform for serving other states. Georgia and Texas are examples of southern states which have been more successful than Florida at growing logistics as part of their economy (see box on pages 11-12).

Figure 3.3  Trade and Logistics Jobs by State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>1998</th>
<th>2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Each job in Florida’s trade and logistics cluster supports about two other jobs in the state’s economy. These include jobs in industries which supply goods and services to the trade and logistics cluster (such as fuel, packaging, and specialized legal and financial services), as well as jobs in retail and other industries which benefit from consumer spending by employees in these direct and secondary jobs. Including these multiplier effects, the trade and logistics cluster supports about 1.7 million jobs in Florida, nearly 22 percent of total employment in the state.

Trade and logistics flows also help create a favorable environment for other industries which rely on freight as input to their products and services. Key Florida industries such as agriculture, mining, energy, manufacturing, construction, retail, and tourism require efficient and reliable flows of raw materials or intermediate or final goods to meet customer needs. These industries account for 37 percent of all jobs in the state.

Future Florida Trade Flows

Domestic and international trade flows are expected to grow significantly during the next decade and through the year 2060. The key drivers of this growth are:

- Projected growth in Florida’s population from 18.8 million residents in 2009 to 21.4 million in 2020 and 33.5 million in 2060,
- Projected growth in Florida’s gross domestic product from $740 billion in 2008 to $950 billion in 2020 and over $2 trillion in 2060 (all measured in constant 2009 dollars);\(^2\)

- Continued growth in the global economy, including strong growth in east and south Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa, and the Middle East; and

- Shifting trade lanes, particularly following the Panama Canal widening and increased use of the Suez Canal.

For all modes, intermodal cargo or containerized cargo, which typically includes high-technology products and consumer goods, is anticipated to experience high growth due to the ongoing containerization and globalization of trade (Table 3.1). Break bulk or general cargo is anticipated to experience moderate to high growth for all modes except rail. Bulk cargo, which includes coal, grain, petroleum, chemicals, and similar products, is anticipated to experience low growth.

**Table 3.1 Projected Florida Trade by Mode and Cargo Type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Traffic Type</th>
<th>2010 Tons (Millions)</th>
<th>2035 Tons (Millions)</th>
<th>Annual Growth Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Truck</td>
<td>Bulk</td>
<td>223.4</td>
<td>259.7</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Break Bulk</td>
<td>133.4</td>
<td>190.7</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermodal</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>192.7</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>452.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>643.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.4%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Water</td>
<td>Bulk</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Break Bulk</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermodal</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>45.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>71.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.8%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>Bulk</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>-0.5%(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Break Bulk</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermodal</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>75.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>80.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.2%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>International</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Florida Trade Flow database, prepared by Martin Associates Inc. Includes both domestic and international shipments for all modes except water.

\(^a\) Bulk rail tonnage is projected to decline due to reduction in phosphates production in West Central Florida.
4.0 Florida’s Opportunities

Florida’s Competitive Position

Florida enjoys many competitive strengths in trade and logistics, but also faces significant challenges.

Strengths

- **Large consumer market.** Florida’s population, nearly 19 million residents in 2009, will soon rank 3rd among the states. Florida also hosts more than 81 million out of state visitors each year, another large market for consumer goods.

- **Strategic location.** Florida is located near the intersection of growing east-west and north-south trade lanes. This location has allowed Florida to establish a dominant position for north-south trade, accounting for more than 25 percent of the value of all U.S. trade with the Caribbean, and more than 35 percent with Central and South America. These well established trade lanes are a critical foundation for Florida trade.

- **Transportation infrastructure.** Florida’s extensive transportation system moves freight to, from, and within the state. The system includes (Figure 4.1):22
  - 21 commercial service airports, including the Miami International Airport, which ranked 12th worldwide (and 4th in the United States) for cargo volumes in 2009;
  - The nation’s largest commercial spaceport at Cape Canaveral (and newly licensed spaceport under development at Cecil Field near Jacksonville), which position Florida for future growth in the emerging commercial space industry;
  - 14 deepwater seaports, including 4 of the nation’s 25 largest container seaports;
  - More than 1,540 miles of navigable waterways, including the Atlantic and Gulf Intracoastal Waterways and major inland waterways including the Escambia, Miami, and St. Johns’ Rivers;
  - Nearly 2,800 miles of rail lines, with 48 large freight rail terminals (those handling at least 500,000 tons per year), including 9 intermodal freight rail terminals; and
  - More than 12,000 centerline miles of State Highways, of which nearly one third are designated as part of Florida’s Strategic Intermodal System.

- **Extensive global ties.** Florida’s population is one of the most diverse among the states, with a large percentage of residents who are foreign born or have cultural ties to other nations, especially Latin America and the Caribbean. The large tourism industry—including 5 million overseas
visitors each year – is an ongoing source of consumers and business leaders worldwide familiar with Florida products. Florida has developed an extensive network of support services to help connect businesses to global markets. These include 20 foreign trade zones, consulates representing 80 nations, and specialized expertise in international law, finance, and logistics.

**Figure 4.1 Florida’s Freight Transportation System**

Source: Florida Department of Transportation.
Challenges

- **Imbalance of trade flows.** The combination of a large consumer market and a small manufacturing base create an imbalance of trade flows. The trade flow analysis indicate inbound freight tonnage (from other states or nations) is nearly 80 percent larger than outbound freight tonnage. This suggests nearly one half of all trucks, rail cars, ships, and cargo planes which bring goods to Florida return empty – adding to the cost of delivering goods in the state.23

- **Poor location for domestic distribution.** Florida traditionally has been a poor location for distributing goods to other parts of the United States because of its location on a peninsula in the southeast corner of the nation. For example, when traveling 500 miles by highway, 27 percent of the U.S. population is reachable from Atlanta, but only 14 percent from Orlando. When traveling 1,000 miles by rail, 74 percent of the U.S. population is reachable from Atlanta, but only 29 percent from Orlando. This poor domestic location has reinforced the small size of Florida’s manufacturing industry.

- **Limited penetration of Asian and European trade lanes.** Despite its large size, Florida remains a small player in U.S. trade with Asia and Europe. Florida accounts for less than 5 percent of U.S. trade by value with Europe and Asia, as well as Canada and Mexico, which tend to use the surface border with the United States.

- **Transportation system capacity.** Florida’s seaports must deepen channels, expand terminals, and improve road and rail connections to accommodate growth in freight and passenger flows. Air passenger and cargo travel may exceed available capacity at Florida’s airports by 2060, unless significant investments are made. The freight rail system does not currently serve all regions of the state, and available rail capacity may not be sufficient for a significant increase in intermodal freight volumes as well as planned expansion of passenger rail service. Most major urban and interregional highway corridors will likely be heavily congested during peak periods by 2035, even after planned investments are made.

- **Limited funding.** Public sector funding for transportation and economic development at the state, regional, and local levels in Florida remains constrained. Economic development funding traditionally has been smaller as a percentage of gross state product than competitor states, and funding levels are not predictable from year to year. Available transportation funding will not be sufficient to pay for all needed transportation capacity improvements, and the funding gap is likely to grow as demand increases.
Future Opportunities

Florida is well positioned to significantly expand its role in domestic and international trade and logistics. Florida has three major opportunities to enhance its competitive position.

1. Maximize Florida’s Ability to Serve its Businesses and Consumers through Florida Gateways

A significant share of international imports destined for Florida markets do not enter the state through Florida trade gateways – rather, they enter the country through seaports and airports in other states, and then move to Florida via truck or rail. Likewise, a large share of the international exports produced by Florida businesses do not exit the state through Florida gateways. Other states are generating jobs and economic activity by importing/exporting, consolidating/deconsolidating, and otherwise managing and adding value to the flow of goods destined for (or produced in) Florida. Florida has an immediate opportunity to expand trade and logistics activity simply by capturing cargo ultimately consumed or generated in Florida.

The key opportunity is to capture a larger share of imported containers, particularly Asian cargo consumed in Florida but moving via other seaports. In 2009, Florida seaports handled 55 percent of the containerized waterborne imports ultimately consumed in Florida – 38 percent of containerized cargo originating in Asia, and 70 percent of cargo originating in other continents. This represents a loss of 1.4 million tons of Asian cargo and 0.9 million tons of non-Asian cargo to other states in that year. Of the Asian imported cargo moving through seaports and then directly to market in Florida, 38 percent entered the United States through a Florida seaport, 36 percent through Los Angeles/Long Beach, 13 percent through Savannah, and 4 percent through New York/New Jersey. These seaports also are key competitors for non-Asian cargo.

In addition, an estimated 8.8 million tons of cargo enter the United States through seaports in other states, are consolidated through distribution centers in other states, and then move via truck to Florida for final consumption. Major distribution center regions serving Florida include Atlanta, New Orleans, and Memphis.

In total, the volume of imports handled through other states’ seaports and consumed in Florida is more than 11 million tons – equivalent to about 12 percent of all waterborne freight in Florida today. This represents about 1.3 million fully loaded containers and about 3.1 million total containers including exports and empty containers. Capturing all of this import flow (and associated returns) directly through Florida seaports essentially would double the total number of containers moving through Florida’s system.

The study analyzed the transportation and logistics costs involved in moving an imported container from Hong Kong to distribution centers located in northeast, central, or southeast Florida via three paths for entering the United States: Florida seaports, the Port of Savannah, and the Port of Los Angeles/Long Beach (Table 4.1). The cost of moving an imported container from Hong Kong into via a direct all water service, to a Florida seaport, to a Florida distribution center is
estimated at about $3,000 for a 40 foot container. In contrast, the cost of routing the container from Hong Kong, to the Port of Los Angeles, and then via a cross country intermodal rail trip into Florida is currently about $3,200 to $3,500 per container, depending on the final destination in Florida. This suggests all water direct services from Hong Kong to Florida seaports could compete on a cost basis with the Pacific Coast routings. A direct all water service to Florida also would be cost competitive with an all water service to the Port of Savannah, followed by a truck or rail trip from Savannah to Florida.

Table 4.1  Estimated Cost of Moving a Container from Hong Kong to Serve the Florida Import Market, using Alternative Ports of Entry and Florida Distribution Center Locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution Center Location</th>
<th>Port of Entry to United States</th>
<th>Cost Savings for Florida Seaport Compared to Florida Savannah Los Angeles</th>
<th>Cost Savings for Florida Seaport Compared to Florida Savannah Los Angeles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Florida</td>
<td>Florida $3,090     Savannah $3,345    Los Angeles $3,170</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-4 Corridor</td>
<td>$2,994 Savannah $3,521 Los Angeles $3,156</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Florida</td>
<td>$2,974 $3,588 $3,579</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Martin Associates Inc.25

To capture this opportunity, the Florida seaports must aggressively demonstrate these potential cost savings to Florida importers, including major import distribution centers, as well as to ocean carriers considering all water services (Figure 4.2). A focused effort could shift trade flows, so the majority of imports flow through Florida seaports and only specific niches flow through other states. Expanding import volumes may create significant economies of scale to reduce overall logistics costs, which would facilitate greater exports as well as expansion of Florida’s role as a gateway and hub for multiple types of trade flows.

The study modeled the impacts of capturing 25 and 50 percent of the 1.2 million TEUs originating in Asia and consumed in Florida but imported via non-Florida seaports. A 50 percent capture rate would create an additional 4,600 jobs, including those directly handling these containers as well as spinoff jobs in related logistics industries and other jobs created by additional consumer spending of the trade workers.26

This would result in about $345 million in personal income statewide and about $32 million in state and local tax revenues. This estimate does not include the impacts of returning empty containers or, preferably, exporting Florida goods in these containers. This estimate also does not include the benefits of more efficient logistics patterns and lower delivery costs on business productivity and consumer budgets. This scenario also would shift truck and rail flows from long distance interstate corridors to shorter regional routes, which could improve the overall efficiency and reliability of the transportation system, and reduce associated energy consumption and emissions of greenhouse gases and air quality pollutants.

Potential Economic Impacts of Capturing Additional 50 Percent of Asian Import Cargo through Florida Seaports

| Trade & Logistics Jobs | 4,600 |
| Personal Income       | $345 million |
| Business Sales        | $205 million |
| State & Local Taxes   | $32 million |

Source: Martin Associates Inc.
2. Grow Florida Origin Exports

The second opportunity is to grow exports of goods produced in Florida, expanding markets for more businesses worldwide and creating more balanced trade flows.

Florida exported $46.9 billion of Florida produced goods in 2009, a total which ranks 5th among the states. The Florida Chamber of Commerce, Enterprise Florida, and other partners have called for the state to double the value of Florida origin exports during the next five years. This would repeat the recent past, when Florida origin exports surged from an inflation adjusted $29.0 billion in 2003 to a record $54.2 billion in 2008 (Figure 4.2). Florida origin exports account for 7.3 percent of the state’s gross domestic product, below the 9.2 percent average nationally.

Florida’s recent export growth has been led by technology and manufactured goods, including computers, machinery, transportation equipment, and fabricated metal products. High-technology exports totaled $14.6 billion in 2009, representing 30 percent of all exports in the state. Florida exports are underrepresented in some of these goods, so there is room to grow. Florida origin exports have been strong to most of Latin America, western Europe, Canada, and Japan. Brazil, Asia (especially China and India), Australia, and the Middle East are relatively untapped markets for Florida origin exports.

Figure 4.2 Florida Origin Exports

![Graph showing Florida Origin Exports](image)

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; adjusted to 2009 dollars.

Growing Florida origin exports would have broad impacts throughout the economy, creating opportunities not only for transportation and logistics businesses but also for manufacturing, technology, mining, and agricultural businesses which produce goods for export. A broader global market could catalyze much needed diversification of Florida’s economic base to include a stronger presence for advanced manufacturing.
Florida’s distance from U.S. markets has been one factor limiting its manufacturing to industries relying on Florida’s natural resources and agricultural products, as well as industries serving the local market. An enhanced, multi-directional logistics system would reduce costs and produce economies of scale, shifting Florida from its current position at the end of the line in the United States to a central position in global trade lanes. These changes could make Florida a more viable location for advanced manufacturing to serve broader markets in the Western Hemisphere and globally. Existing or emerging Florida industries such as aerospace, life sciences, and environmental solutions all could create manufacturing exports.

As Florida exports grow, efforts should be made to maximize the share flowing through Florida seaports and airports rather than other states. About 950,000 TEU of waterborne containerized exports were produced in Florida in 2009. About 25 percent of this total exited the United States through seaports in other states—a gap of about 250,000 TEU. New York, Houston, Savannah, and Charleston all are ports of exit for Florida origin exports to Europe and Asia today.

The study modeled the impacts of doubling containerized exports of Florida manufactured goods. This scenario would create an additional 6,900 trade and logistics jobs (both direct and spinoff jobs) related to moving the additional exports. These jobs would result in about $506 million in personal income statewide and about $47 million in state and local tax revenues. Depending on the mix of industries successful at expanding exports, the doubling could create as many as 88,600 jobs with businesses producing or adding value to the exports, with an additional $4.6 billion in personal income and $423 million in tax revenues.27

Potential Economic Impacts of Doubling Florida Origin Container Exports

| Trade & Logistics Jobs (Direct and Spinoff) | 6,900 |
| Personal Income | $506 million |
| Business Sales | $316 million |
| State & Local Taxes | $47 million |

| Potential Additional Export Related Jobs | 88,600 |
| Personal Income | $4,600 million |
| Business Sales | $14,549 million |
| State & Local Taxes | $423 million |

Source: Martin Associates Inc.
3. Expand Florida’s Ability to Serve Non-Florida Markets and Provide Value Added to Discretionary Trade

Florida’s international gateways historically have served regional markets. The shifting trade patterns, along with potential investments at Florida gateways, provide opportunity to compete for a greater share of discretionary cargo, which is cargo generated and consumed in other states or nations but moving through Florida. Florida has been successful as an importer and exporter of goods to and from the Caribbean and parts of Latin America. Florida also has been successful in establishing a global air cargo hub in Miami (Figure 4.3). Now Florida’s opportunity is to become a global hub for trade in all modes, taking advantage of its location on north-south and east-west trade lanes. Some examples:

- A Florida seaport with 50 feet of water and efficient landside connections could compete as a port of call for the post-Panamax container ships;
- Continued expansion and modernization of Florida’s airports – particularly Miami – could help Florida remain a hub for shipping high value, time sensitive freight; and
- Florida’s unique commercial space launch capabilities could add a new dimension of suborbital transport to shipping options over time.

Like Singapore, Hong Kong, or the Netherlands, Florida’s position as the gateway to a large consumer market and on the junction of multiple trade lanes could enable the state to become a hub for global commerce and investment, including trade flows neither produced nor consumed in Florida. This would create additional jobs and income not only in trade and logistics, but also in advanced manufacturing and international finance, law, and business services. Increasing the overall trade flow could enable Florida to be a more competitive location for final assembly and customization of consumer goods flowing to the United States, the Caribbean, or Latin America.

The study modeled two scenarios for a stronger global hub role for Florida:

- **Doubling cargo tonnage exported by Florida airports.** Currently about 1 million tons of air cargo are enplaned at Florida airports, primarily at Miami International Airport. A large share of this cargo originates in other states and is handled through Miami due to the large number of direct passenger flights and the supporting cluster of service businesses. Doubling this air cargo activity would create more than 15,300 jobs, primarily with freight forwarders, dedicated air carriers, trucking companies, and service providers. This would result in nearly $800 million in personal income and $74 million in state and local tax revenues.

### Potential Economic Impacts of Doubling Florida Air Cargo Exports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trade &amp; Logistics Jobs</td>
<td>15,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Income</td>
<td>$792 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Sales</td>
<td>$2,508 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State &amp; Local Taxes</td>
<td>$74 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Martin Associates Inc.*
• **Doubling the amount of discretionary container flows to or from other states moving through Florida seaports.** About 547,000 TEU originate in other parts of the United States are exported to markets such as Latin America and the Caribbean using Florida seaports; similarly, about 240,000 TEU are imported from other nations through Florida seaports and ultimately consumed in other states. These 787,000 TEU currently account for nearly 6,000 direct and spinoff jobs. There is potential to increase these flows along trade lanes where Florida has a cost advantage or a historically dominant role, particularly between the eastern United States and Latin America and the Caribbean. Doubling these flows would double the economic impacts, and also create greater economies of scale for distribution center and related value added activities. If all discretionary imports were processed through Florida distribution centers, an additional 22,300 jobs in distribution, final assembly, value added manufacturing, and other elements of the supply chain could be created, along with an additional $430 million in personal income and $40 million in tax revenue.28

**Summary**

If pursued together, these opportunities could support over 32,000 jobs annually in the trade and logistics sector. They would generate $3.3 billion in business sales, $2.1 billion in personal income, and $193 million in state and local tax revenues. If supporting economic impacts are realized, these opportunities could create up to an additional 111,000 jobs in export oriented industries including advanced manufacturing. They would generate with an additional $18.2 billion in business sales, $5.8 billion in personal income, and $530 million in tax revenues. These estimates are preliminary, and should be refined as the timing and nature of specific opportunities becomes clearer.

**Potential Economic Impacts of Doubling Discretionary Container Flows through Florida**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th>Personal Income</th>
<th>Business Sales</th>
<th>State &amp; Local Taxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trade &amp; Logistics Jobs (Direct and Spinoff)</td>
<td>5,800</td>
<td>$430 million</td>
<td>$263 million</td>
<td>$40 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Additional Distribution Jobs</td>
<td>22,300</td>
<td>$1,159 million</td>
<td>$3,697 million</td>
<td>$107 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Martin Associates Inc.*
5.0 Strategies

Evolving global markets, trade flows, and logistics patterns create multiple opportunities for Florida over the next decade and beyond. Florida can emphasize providing better service to its businesses and consumers and maximizing its pivotal role in Latin American and Caribbean trade. Florida also can expand its role as a global trade hub by exporting more goods and handling more discretionary cargo.

These opportunities are related and integrated. Florida’s success in serving its own market could help create a larger, more dynamic, and more efficient trade and logistics cluster, including related infrastructure – which, in turn, could make Florida more competitive as a platform for exports and discretionary cargo.

Florida’s public and private partners must undertake a comprehensive international trade and logistics initiative to take advantage of the most promising opportunities. Coordinated statewide leadership is needed in multiple areas ranging from marketing to transportation investment, from workforce development to land use coordination.

The Florida Chamber Foundation has defined “Six Pillars” or critical elements of Florida’s future economy, to serve as a visioning platform for moving Florida forward (Figure 5.1). The strategies recommended in this study are organized by the Six Pillars to facilitate integration with the state’s broader economic blueprint.

**Figure 5.1 Six Pillars of Florida’s Future Economy**
Talent Supply and Education

Florida’s trade and logistics industry must be able to draw upon a larger and more specialized workforce. The Agency for Workforce Innovation estimates 507,000 workers in Florida’s logistics and distribution industry in 2010. Assuming no major policy changes, these jobs are projected to grow 18 percent through 2018, ahead of the average for all occupations in the state. With freight flows expected to increase significantly over the next 50 years, the demand for workers in this cluster will continue to increase well beyond this decade – particularly as the opportunities identified in this study are pursued.

Occupations expected to add the most jobs include customer service and sales representatives; office, store, and accounting related clerks; truck drivers; and other freight movers (Table 5.1). Key shortage areas may include truck drivers; industrial truck and tractor operators; and freight, stock, and material movers. Most of these jobs require postsecondary education or training, most often in a vocational program. Occupations requiring a college education, such as freight managers and logisticians, also are underrepresented in Florida’s workforce.

Table 5.1 Employment in Fast Growing Trade and Logistics Occupations in Florida

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer Service Representatives</td>
<td>150,740</td>
<td>187,702</td>
<td>36,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Clerks, General</td>
<td>146,163</td>
<td>169,998</td>
<td>23,835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Clerks and Order Fillers</td>
<td>157,369</td>
<td>179,031</td>
<td>21,662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks</td>
<td>112,638</td>
<td>129,379</td>
<td>16,741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Nontechnical</td>
<td>80,117</td>
<td>95,467</td>
<td>15,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer</td>
<td>72,265</td>
<td>87,502</td>
<td>15,237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, Hand</td>
<td>81,303</td>
<td>91,792</td>
<td>10,489</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Florida Agency for Workforce Innovation.

As Florida pursues the goal of doubling exports, workforce needs also will encompass manufacturing, technology, and other export oriented industries. Workforce skills and preparedness will be a key determinant of Florida’s future success in both logistics and manufacturing. Businesses interviewed for this study said emerging issues related to high value jobs in this cluster include the ability of the workforce to assimilate advanced technologies and business practices, as well as the need for more workers with foreign language skills and international business acumen.

Florida’s workforce, education, and industry partners must develop an integrated strategy to expand workforce capacity to support the trade, logistics, and manufacturing industries. Cooperative action is needed to develop, attract, and retain qualified workers, building on best practices in Florida and nationally.
Key strategies include:

- **Identify global trade and logistics as a qualified targeted industry** for the state’s Quick Response Training and Incumbent Worker Training programs. Florida must ensure its offerings are comparable with other southeast states.

- **Expand vocational, associate degree, and workforce training programs** to support skill requirements for trade, logistics, and manufacturing industries. Specialized training in logistics needs for specific sectors such as life sciences also is important.

- **Expand targeted programs for global trade, logistics, and manufacturing in the state’s four year colleges and universities.** The Employ Florida Banner Center for Global Logistics, led by Florida Gateway College, the University of North Florida, and Polk State College in cooperation with seven other colleges and universities, is an example of a collaborative approach to meeting future workforce needs.

- **Build international business and foreign language skills and experience** among the Florida workforce.

**Innovation and Economic Development**

Florida’s economy often is described as a three legged stool of agriculture; tourism; and real estate, construction, and other industries which serve the influx of new residents. Trade flows create the opportunity to add two more legs to the stool: a world class cluster of global trade and logistics, and an export oriented, advanced manufacturing cluster. Both of these opportunities would create high value jobs and new opportunities for Florida businesses. Strengthening these opportunities will require coordinated actions to:

- **Market Florida’s advantages as a trade gateway and hub.** Florida should continue to promote its role as the gateway to Latin America and the Caribbean as well as its potential to serve east-west trade lanes, especially with Asia. Florida’s current and potential cost advantages should be documented and marketed to cargo owners and carriers. Trade missions and marketing material should promote Florida as a business friendly location with an efficient supply chain infrastructure. The Governor can play a critical role in this effort as the state’s chief economic development officer.

- **Identify global trade and logistics as a statewide targeted industry.** This designation would make global trade and logistics eligible for all state incentive programs and a key emphasis for Enterprise Florida, Workforce Florida, the Florida Department of Transportation, and other state agencies.

- **Attract international distribution centers to reinforce Florida’s location and cost advantages.** Florida’s existing distribution centers primarily serve regional consumption markets. Florida receives and ships a significant percent of its freight via out of state seaports, often consolidated in other states. To capture more of this traffic as well as imports destined for other states, Florida must aggressively recruit international distribution centers to locate in the state.
• **Provide support for export oriented manufacturing businesses.** Florida must continue to give high priority to helping attract, retain, and expand export oriented manufacturing businesses through marketing, trade missions, training, and support services. The state should provide this support to existing Florida targeted industries, and identify additional export oriented industries based on sourcing decisions and manufacturing trends. The state should increase funding for trade capacity grants and other counseling and international support services offered by Enterprise Florida. A key aspect of this support should be helping develop Florida-based supply chains.

• **Enhance incentive programs for Florida-based distribution, manufacturing, and other export-oriented businesses.** Attracting international distribution centers and expanding manufacturing may require incentives to help these industries develop critical mass. Florida’s incentives in these industries should be regularly reviewed to ensure they are competitive with those offered in other southeast states, particularly Georgia and Alabama. Adjustments may be needed to existing programs such as the Qualified Targeted Industry Tax Refund and High Impact Performance Incentive Grant to stimulate capital investments, which may have modest job impact but significant supply chain impacts. Additional funding and flexibility also may be needed in the Closing Fund and the Economic Development Transportation Fund. The state also should consider introducing incentives for Florida seaports and airports. Port use incentives, such as tax credits for shippers using home ports, are becoming prevalent in other states such as Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina.

• **Promote trade policies to support Florida’s role in the global marketplace.** The state should develop a comprehensive trade policy agenda for Florida and ensure the federal government, Florida elected officials and business leaders, and Florida residents understand the importance of trade agreements to their economic future.

### Infrastructure and Growth Leadership

A statewide system of trade gateways, logistics and distribution centers, and transportation corridors must link all regions of Florida and connect Florida to markets nationwide and worldwide. Florida’s Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) provides a statewide system for identifying and enhancing the most critical transportation facilities. Florida must provide sufficient **capacity** at key gateways and along key corridors to accommodate the anticipated increase in trade flows; seamless **connectivity** among transportation modes and facilities so they function as a system to move goods to market reliably and efficiently; and **compatibility** of transportation investments and surrounding land uses to enable the entire system to function effectively. These “3 Cs” are key to achieving Florida’s opportunities as a global hub, and must be infused into all state infrastructure and growth leadership initiatives. The Florida Department of Transportation, working with transportation partners statewide, is incorporating these strategies into implementation of the 2060 Florida Transportation Plan and the Strategic Intermodal System, as well as into its statewide aviation, seaport, and rail plans.
Seaports: Florida’s seaports must be viewed as a statewide system serving containers, general cargo, bulk cargo, and cruise passenger markets. The baseline forecast projects international waterborne freight tonnage to increase 57 percent over the next 25 years, with even more rapid gains in containers. The opportunities identified in this study would more than double container flows over the next five years if fully realized. Most (although not all) seaports report a common set of constraints: navigation channel, turning basin, and berth capacity; terminal space; available land; truck and rail access; and connectivity with inland markets. Many of Florida’s seaports have reached or are approaching the end of the life span of core infrastructure such as bulkheads, berths, wharfs, and slips. Increasing seaport system capacity must be a critical emphasis for the Governor, Legislature, and business leaders. Key strategies include:

- **Develop at least one first port of call** in conjunction with the Panama Canal expansion. This would be a seaport capable of handling the largest post-Panamax vessels, which carry 8,500 to 12,000 TEU. This seaport would be able to be the first stop for Asian container ships after they exit the Panama Canal. Such a seaport would require 50 feet of depth and on or near dock rail service. A first port of call would benefit the entire state by expanding Asian trade and helping preserve the current trade with the Caribbean. Assuming weekly service from a vessel carrying 8,500 TEU, the additional containers would support about 800 direct and spinoff jobs at or near the seaport and could also leverage distribution center activity. Public and private partners must build consensus around and expedite deepening of at least one seaport as a statewide resource.

- **Expand capacity at seaports to serve container, break bulk, and bulk markets.** Not all seaports need 50 feet of water, but all need the capacity and flexibility to accommodate growth in the markets best suited for their location and facilities as the entire region between Florida and Panama becomes a crossroads for trade. The state and seaports should collaborate to identify and prioritize capacity investments for bulk, break bulk, and container flows in key regions to serve niche, state, and national markets. Immediate capacity needs appear to be most significant for containers and transloading. Many Florida seaports may be able to handle more freight using existing facilities through automation, densification, and longer or more flexible work hours. Florida’s container seaports generally handle about 3,000 TEU per acre per year – fewer than those in New York, Los Angeles, and Long Beach and well behind global leaders.

- **Maximize the use of inland waterways and smaller seaports.** Florida’s intracoastal and inland waterways also offer potential to move freight. The Port of Miami River is one example of a shallow draft waterway which has successfully developed niche markets in international freight. Many other smaller seaports and waterways serve particular businesses and markets and could become more significant elements of a statewide system over time.

- **Support acquisition and redevelopment of new waterfront land or inland locations for seaport operations.** Land constraints can hinder capacity growth at some seaports. Five seaports interviewed for this study reported no land available for terminal expansions, and six seaports said available acreage existed at nearby inland locations.
Airports: The long term projections indicate the need to expand air cargo capacity to maintain Miami International Airport’s global role and to provide more options in other regions of the state. Future investments in runway and terminal capacity, airport transfer and distribution center capacity, and groundside cargo access will help Florida’s air cargo industry position for the future.

Rail Terminals: Florida has 48 major freight rail terminals today, most of which developed to serve mining, agriculture, and other bulk shipments. Additional intermodal capacity will be needed, including direct rail access to the major container seaports.

International trade relies on an efficient, intermodal transportation system with connectivity between hubs, warehouses and distribution centers, and markets. From a shipper or receiver perspective, the critical need is to move goods from door to door, regardless of the specific mode or route used. Connectivity is critical at three levels:

- **Improve landside connectivity to airports, seaports, and rail terminals.** The “last mile” often is the weak spot in the intermodal system, involving local roads or rail spurs not designed for today’s freight volumes. Through the Strategic Intermodal System, the state should maintain its emphasis on improving intermodal connectors between seaports and airports and major highway and rail corridors, including on dock or near dock rail service and dedicated, secure truck access routes serving major container seaports.

- **Maintain and enhance regional distribution networks** to move goods between ports and terminals and distribution centers and other markets efficiently. Regional distribution networks are critical to maximizing the ability of Florida’s seaports and airports to serve local consumption and locally generated exports. Urban congestion and limited options for freight routes is a constraint in many parts of the state.

- **Maintain and enhance high capacity rail, water, and truck corridors** to move goods from seaports and airports to other states. This long distance connectivity is critical to grow Florida’s role serving cargo to and from other states. Highways are the primary option for long distance travel in many of Florida’s regions today, and most interregional highway corridors will be heavily congested during peak periods by 2035 if current patterns continue. The rail system has available capacity but may not be able to support growth in both freight and passenger flows as plans move forward for a statewide intercity passenger rail system and commuter rail systems in many Florida regions. Key strategies include:
  - Improve port-to-port feeder services and transshipment activity by creating “marine highways” between major seaports. The federal government provided initial funding to multiple Florida seaports in 2010 to support development of marine highways along both the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.
  - Enhance rail connectivity between Florida and the northeast and midwest United States, potentially using an inland north-south route through Florida.
- Improve Florida’s major Interstate highway and other long distance truck corridors to handle increased truck traffic, including potential use of truck only lanes or development of a small number of long distance truck corridors able to carry heavier loads in a safe and secure manner.

- Ensure adequate freight connectivity to regional employment centers in Florida’s rural areas.

- Explore the potential for a north-south multimodal freight transportation corridor, with east-west connectors, to move goods into and out of Florida while avoiding congested urban areas on the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.

- Promote the use of technology and innovative practices to enhance the mobility and productivity of trade and logistics in Florida, such as redesigned vehicles able to carry larger loads with less impact on infrastructure or information systems able to track shipments on a real time basis.

- Ensure the ability for passenger and freight traffic to safely coexist on key highway, rail, and water corridors.

Proactive planning and coordination of transportation, land use, and economic development decisions is needed to ensure sufficient capacity for freight related development, to minimize the impacts of congestion on freight flows, and to minimize the impacts of freight related activities on residential or commercial development. Key strategies include:

- **Expand distribution center capacity in appropriate locations.** Economic development, land use, and transportation decisions should be coordinated to locate international distribution centers close to major seaports; to expand air cargo warehousing capacity around Miami International Airport and smaller air cargo facilities; and to develop integrated logistics centers at urban and rural locations as markets dictate.

- **Adopt land use plans supporting freight intensive activities.** Local government land use decisions and regional visions should give greater attention to freight and logistics needs. Regional partners should identify, screen, and incorporate into adopted plans potential sites for catalytic industrial developments and integrated logistics centers. Local land use plans should give greater emphasis to preserving industrial lands with good access to seaports, airports, and rail terminals, as well as to reducing encroachment of incompatible land uses around major trade gateways.
Business Climate and Competitiveness

A competitive business climate will help Florida’s freight, logistics, and distribution businesses expand. The state must pursue specific strategies to improve the business climate for trade and logistics industries, while also improving the overall business climate for manufacturing and other export-oriented sectors. Key strategies include:

- **Reduce the cost of doing business for logistics, distribution, and manufacturing in Florida.** Florida can no longer compete as a low cost state. Florida must continue to work to reduce electricity, insurance, and other business costs. Florida also must ensure its regulations and processes are business friendly compared to key southeast competitors. Companies interviewed for this study cited the liability system, permitting processes, and differences in regulations across communities as challenges for Florida’s business climate.

- **Assess potential tax changes to support targeted growth in logistics, distribution, and manufacturing.** Florida’s tax burden is low overall due to the absence of a personal income tax, but property, sales, excise, and gross receipt tax burdens are concerns for businesses. Businesses interviewed for this study said Florida’s tax structure may not be optimized for logistics and manufacturing businesses. The Legislature should examine the potential benefits and costs of eliminating the sales tax on manufacturing equipment, accelerating depreciation rates on capital equipment, providing tax incentives for privately funded transportation projects, and enabling an optional shift in Florida’s corporate income tax apportionment to a single factor (sales based in Florida) from the current three factors (sales, payroll, and property). There also may be a need to expand the number and capacity of foreign trade zones in the future.

- **Remove redundant or unnecessary state security requirements and harmonize state requirements with federal requirements.** Florida should implement efficient federal and state security protocols without impeding mobility. The existence of dual federal and state driver and worker identification and criminal history vetting programs has added complexity and cost to drivers accessing Florida’s seaports in the past. Cargo inspection and immigration processes also have been concerns at some seaports and airports.

Civic and Governance Systems

Florida must coordinate public and private planning and investments to achieve the vision and goals for its trade and logistics system. Florida, like other states, has tended to make transportation, land use, economic development, and other decisions at the local level, closest to specific problems and opportunities. In contrast, major employers and shippers in Florida – in particular, those selling their goods and services outside of the state and bringing income into our economy – view their Florida offices and factories as just one link in an increasingly national and global supply chain and distribution network. Florida must strengthen trade and economic development planning at three levels:
• **Continue the statewide partnership among transportation, economic development, and business organizations** assembled for this study to coordinate overall implementation by public and private entities. These partners should integrate and coordinate statewide economic development, transportation, and related plans, and encourage greater state visibility and support for trade related economic development.

• **Strengthen regional trade planning and implementation.** More detailed studies may be necessary to translate the statewide trends, opportunities, and recommendations into regional actions. Efforts should be made to increase participation of airport, seaport, economic development, and freight industry partners in metropolitan and rural planning and regional visioning processes. Greater collaboration among seaports, airports, railroads, other modal providers, and economic development organizations at the regional and interregional levels also is needed.

• **Represent Florida’s interests in federal and multistate trade planning.** Florida should work with other states to enhance existing or develop new freight and logistics planning processes for trade corridors and megaregions. The state also should prepare for and actively participate in potential federal freight infrastructure investment initiatives, including the upcoming authorization of the federal transportation program.

Finally, high priority must be given to identifying reliable funding sources to carry out the multi-year, coordinated investments needed to position Florida as a global trade, logistics, and manufacturing hub.

### Quality of Life and Quality Places

Florida’s communities and environment help attract residents, visitors, and businesses to the state. Future trade, logistics, and related activities should be planned in a way which minimizes the impacts on Florida’s communities and environment. Well planned freight development and related infrastructure investments can improve the livability of communities by creating jobs, reducing consumer costs, and grouping together compatible land uses. Poorly planned freight development and related infrastructure investments can create noise, degrade air and water quality, disrupt residential communities, or encroach on sensitive environmental areas. A collaborative, forward looking approach can avoid potential conflicts and identify solutions balancing economic competitiveness with livability. Key strategies include:

• **Minimize negative impacts of freight activities on Florida’s communities and environment.** Proactive planning can help target freight related investments in appropriate locations, and avoid or minimize impacts on neighborhoods, historic and cultural resources, ecological systems, and other resources.

• **Plan and develop freight systems to reduce energy consumption, improve air quality, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.** Energy consumption and emissions can be reduced through improvements to vehicle technologies, use of alternative fuels, more efficient transportation operations, and greater use of rail and water for moving long distance loads.
6.0 Call to Action

Florida faces a once-in-a-generation opportunity to fundamentally transform its economy. The shift in U.S. population growth to the south, the Panama Canal widening, the resurgence of Latin American and Caribbean trade, and the continued revolution in logistics practices create the opportunity for Florida to become a global trade and logistics hub. Florida faces three major opportunities to take advantage of this trade flow:

- Maximize its ability to serve Florida businesses and consumers, primarily through attracting Asian container imports directly to Florida seaports;
- Grow the value of Florida origin exports, and leverage more efficient logistics patterns to attract advanced manufacturing and other export related industries to Florida; and
- Emerge as a global hub for trade and investment, leveraging its location on north-south and east-west trade lanes to become the Singapore of the Western Hemisphere.

These opportunities would expand markets and reduce costs for Florida businesses and consumers; create high paying jobs in trade, logistics, and manufacturing; and position Florida as a global leader. This vision will require a coordinated effort linking investments in transportation, economic development, workforce, and related systems. Key strategies are consistent with the “Six Pillars” of Florida’s future economy (Table 6.1). The Governor and Legislature should begin implementation of key recommendations with the support of public and private organizations statewide.

Critical near term action is needed in the following areas:

1. Support the leadership of the Governor as Florida’s economic development officer and trade ambassador to help market Florida as a trade and logistics hub.
2. Expedite plans to create at least one seaport with 50 feet of channel depth with an on dock or near dock rail connection by 2014. Link this investment to a focused trade mission to help Florida pursue first call services from Asian container lines, as well as strategic investments in international distribution centers.
3. Identify global trade and logistics as a statewide targeted industry and a focus area for Enterprise Florida, Workforce Florida, the Florida Department of Transportation, and other state agencies. Strengthen existing marketing, incentives, and support services to meet the needs of these industries.
4. Continue efforts to double the value of Florida origin exports over the next five years. Pursue opportunities to place Florida goods in the many containers and other vehicles which currently enter Florida full and leave empty.
5. Identify investments needed to maintain and expand Miami International Airport’s role as a global hub, as well as the potential benefits of creating a second tier air cargo hub elsewhere in Florida.
6. Advance planning for an integrated statewide network of trade gateways, logistics centers, and transportation corridors through Florida’s Strategic Intermodal System. Address critical bottlenecks and connectivity gaps in this system.
7. Provide sufficient and reliable funding for future state investments in Florida’s trade, transportation, and economic development systems.
### Table 6.1  Summary of Recommended Strategies, Organized by the Six Pillars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Six Pillars</th>
<th>Recommended Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Talent Supply and Education</strong></td>
<td>Expand the capacity of the Florida global logistics workforce and manufacturing workforce through targeted training and educational programs&lt;br&gt;Identify global trade and logistics as a qualified targeted industry for the state’s Quick Response Training and Incumbent Worker Training programs&lt;br&gt;Expand vocational and associate degree programs to support skill requirements for trade, logistics, and manufacturing industries&lt;br&gt;Expand targeted programs for global trade, logistics, and manufacturing in the state’s four year colleges and universities&lt;br&gt;Build international business and foreign language skills among Florida workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovation and Economic Development</strong></td>
<td>Support the Governor’s leadership as the state’s chief economic development officer and trade ambassador globally and nationally&lt;br&gt;Market Florida’s advantages as a trade gateway and logistics hub&lt;br&gt;Identify global trade and logistics as a statewide targeted industry&lt;br&gt;Attract international distribution centers to reinforce Florida’s location and cost advantage&lt;br&gt;Provide support for export oriented manufacturing businesses&lt;br&gt;Enhance incentive programs for Florida-based distribution, manufacturing, and other export-oriented businesses&lt;br&gt;Promote policies to support Florida’s role in the global marketplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure and Growth Leadership</strong></td>
<td>Develop at least one seaport with 48 feet of water and on-dock or near-dock rail&lt;br&gt;Expand capacity at seaports to serve container, break bulk, and bulk markets&lt;br&gt;Maximize the use of inland waterway and smaller seaports&lt;br&gt;Support acquisition and redevelopment of new waterfront land or inland locations for seaport operations&lt;br&gt;Provide sufficient air cargo capacity at Miami International Airport to maintain or expand market share, and explore opportunities for regional air cargo hubs&lt;br&gt;Improve landside connectivity to airports, seaports, and rail terminals&lt;br&gt;Maintain and enhance regional distribution networks&lt;br&gt;Develop and maintain high capacity, long distance rail, water, and truck corridors&lt;br&gt;Expand distribution center capacity at appropriate locations&lt;br&gt;Adopt land use plans supporting freight intensive activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Climate and Competitiveness</strong></td>
<td>Reduce cost of doing business for logistics, distribution, and manufacturing&lt;br&gt;Assess potential tax changes to support logistics, distribution, and manufacturing&lt;br&gt;Harmonize state and federal security requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Civic and Governance Systems</strong></td>
<td>Continue statewide partnership in support of trade and economic development&lt;br&gt;Strengthen regional trade planning and implementation&lt;br&gt;Represent Florida’s interests in federal and multistate trade planning&lt;br&gt;Provide sufficient and reliable funding for future state investments in Florida’s trade and economic development systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality of Life, Quality Places</strong></td>
<td>Minimize negative impacts of freight on communities and the environment&lt;br&gt;Plan and develop freight systems to reduce energy consumption, improve air quality, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Glossary of Terms

**Advanced manufacturing** – There is no one comprehensive, widely accepted definition of advanced manufacturing. The phrase is used by many organizations in different ways. One of the most widely used definitions of advanced manufacturing involves the use of technology to improve products and/or processes, with the relevant technology being described as “advanced,” “innovative,” or “cutting edge.”

**Aerotropolis** – A new type of urban form comprising aviation-intensive businesses and related enterprises extending up to 25 kilometers (15.5 miles) outward from major airports.

**Breakbulk cargo** – Miscellaneous goods packed in boxes, bales, crates, cases, bags, cartons, barrels, or drums; may also include lumber, motor vehicles, pipe, steel, and machinery.

**Bulk cargo** – Loose cargo is loaded directly into a ship’s hold; often includes grain, coal, petroleum, chemicals, aggregates, and similar products.

**Containerization** – Stowage of general or special cargoes in a container for transport in the various modes.

**Discretionary cargo** – Cargo handled by a gateway or hub in a geographic location other than the cargo’s point of origin or destination.

**Distribution center** – A warehouse or other specialized building, often with refrigeration or air conditioning, which is stocked with products to be re-distributed to retailers, to wholesalers or directly to consumers. A distribution center is a principal part, the order processing element, of the entire order fulfillment process. A distribution center can also be called a warehouse, a fulfillment center, a cross-dock facility, a bulk break center, and a package handling center.

**Double-stack** – The movement of containers on rail cars which enable one container to be stacked on another container for better car utilization.

**First port of call** – The first seaport where a ship discharges or receives traffic.

**Florida origin exports** – Products and services exported from Florida which were grown, mined, or manufactured in the state.

**Foreign trade zone** – A port designated by the government for duty-free entry of any non-prohibited goods. Merchandise may be stored, displayed, and used for manufacturing within the zone and re-exported without duties being paid. Duties are imposed only when the original goods or items manufactured from those goods pass from the zone into an area of the country subject to customs authority. Also called a Free Trade Zone.

**Gateway** – A point through which freight commonly moves from one territory or carrier to another.

**Gross domestic product (GDP)** – the total market values of goods and services produced by workers and capital within a nation’s borders during a given period (usually 1 year).

**Gross regional product (GRP)** – A region, state, or metropolitan area’s gross regional product is one of several measures of the size of its economy. Similar to GDP, GRP is defined as the market value of all final goods and services produced within a region in a given period of time.

**Hub** – A place where cargo is exchanged between vehicles or between transport modes, as well as moves through value added activities (logistics, manufacturing, assembly). Freight hubs include classification yards, seaports, truck terminals, warehouses, plants, or combinations of these.

**Industry cluster** – A geographic concentration of interconnected businesses, customers, suppliers, and associated institutions in a particular field. Clusters are considered to increase the productivity with which companies can compete, nationally and globally.

**Inland port** – an inland site carrying out some functions of a seaport.

**Intermodal** – Denotes the seamless movement of people or cargo between transport modes.
**Intermodal Connector** – The leg of passenger and freight trips connecting nodes to corridors and different modes within the same corridor. Connectors can be highways, rail lines, transit lines, or waterways.

**Intermodal logistics center** – an industrial site with warehouse/distribution center capacity, intermodal rail yard, and trucking facilities; similar to an inland port, but not necessarily linked to a seaport;

**Intermodal terminal** – A railroad facility designed for the loading and unloading of containers and trailers to and from flat cars for movement on the railroad and subsequent movement on the street or highway.

**International distribution center** – A distribution center (see above definition) specializing in import/export products; facilities provide services customized for international shipments and often have a greater market reach than regional distribution centers.

**Just in time** – In this method of inventory control, warehousing is minimal or non-existent; the container is the movable warehouse and must arrive “just in time;” not too early nor too late.

**Logistics** – Logistics is the part of the supply chain process which plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective flow and storage of goods, services, and related information from the point of origin to the point of consumption to meet customer’s requirements.

**Marine highway** – A coastal waterway connecting two markets developed in part to help alleviate congestion on landside highway and rail corridors.

**Megaregion** – Large networks of metropolitan regions. The five major categories of relationships that define megaregions are: environmental systems and topography; infrastructure systems; economic linkages; settlement patterns and land use; and shared culture and history.

**On dock rail** – Direct shipside rail service. Includes the ability to load and unload containers/breakbulk directly from rail car to vessel.

**Panamax/Post-Panamax** – Terms are used to differentiate between vessels able to meet existing Panama Canal draft and width restrictions, and those not able to meet these restrictions.

**Six Pillars** – The Florida Chamber Foundation’s “Six Pillars” serve as a visioning platform for moving Florida forward. The Six Pillars identify the critical factors determining Florida’s future: Talent and Education; Innovation and Economic Development; Infrastructure and Growth Leadership; Business Climate and Competitiveness; Civic and Government Systems; and Quality of Life and Quality Places.

**Strategic Intermodal System (SIS)** – A transportation system comprised of facilities and services of statewide and interregional significance, including appropriate components of all modes.

**Supply chain** – A logistical management system which integrates the sequence of activities from delivery of raw materials to the manufacturer through to delivery of the finished product to the customer into measurable components. “Just in time” is a typical value-added example of supply chain management.

**Targeted industry** – Enterprise Florida, Inc. identifies types of businesses and industries which are targeted for development in Florida; these targeted industries qualify for a defined set of incentives not available to other businesses.

**TEU** – A twenty-foot equivalent unit (6.1m). A standard unit for counting containers of various lengths and for describing container ship or terminal capacity. A standard 40 foot container equals 2 TEUs.

**Transload** – To physically transfer product from one transportation vehicle to another.

**Transshipment** – The transfer of a shipment from one carrier to another in international trade, most frequently from one ship to another.
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15 Directional data are not available for domestic water tonnage.

16 International air cargo data are not available in a comparable format.

17 Calculation using U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis data. Trade and logistics industries include transportation, warehousing, and wholesale trade.

18 Cambridge Systematics, Inc. estimates developed using Miami-Dade County Impact Analysis for Planning (IMPLAN) model.

19 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis wage and salary employment data.

20 Florida Department of Transportation extrapolation of University of Florida, Bureau of Economic and Business Research 2035 forecast.
21 Cambridge Systematics, Inc. projection based on Florida’s share of the U.S. economy and population using Bureau of Economic Analysis historical trend data and International Monetary Foundation and U.S. Census Bureau forecasts.

22 Florida Department of Transportation data.

23 Martin Associates calculations for Florida Trade and Logistics Study.

24 Martin Associates calculations for Florida Trade and Logistics Study.

25 Martin Associates calculations using data from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Deep Draft Self Propelled Vessel Cost Database; bunker fuel prices from Bunker World; port specific stevedoring costs, terminal costs, port charges, and pilotage and towing costs; commercial lease rate information from CBRE MarketView reports; mileage from PC Miler; drayage and trucking rates from interviews with motor carriers; and intermodal rail rates from the Surface Transportation Board 1 Percent Waybill Sample, Intermodal Department of Ocean Carriers, and CSX Transportation. The analysis compares the costs of moving a container from Hong Kong to distribution center sites in Jacksonville, Orlando, and Hialeah. The trip chains analyzed included 1) entering the United States through the Port of Los Angeles and using intermodal rail to bring the container to Florida; 2) entering the United States through the Port of Savannah and using trucking to bring the container to Jacksonville or Orlando, or rail to bring the container to Hialeah; 3) or entering the United States through the nearest Florida container port (Jacksonville, Tampa, or Miami) and using trucking to bring the container to its final destination. The table does not include inventory and safety stock costs, which can be anywhere from $180 to $500 per load higher for the all-water route, given its longer time duration.

26 For the purposes of this report, the logistics related jobs include three types of impacts: direct jobs (for example, employment at airports, seaports, railroads, trucking companies, and other businesses directly involved in moving freight); indirect impacts (for example, jobs supported by purchases of fuel, supplies, warehousing, and other services to support the direct jobs); and induced impacts (for examples, jobs in retail trade or restaurants supported by increased consumer spending from the employees at the direct and indirect jobs).

27 This estimate assumes the existing allocation of Florida origin exports among manufacturing industries continues in the future. This estimate does not include a comprehensive analysis of the induced impacts of these additional jobs on consumer spending.

28 This estimate does not include a comprehensive analysis of the induced impacts of these additional jobs on consumer spending.

29 Agency for Workforce Innovation data are based on occupations, rather than industry classifications. The precise definition of the industry cluster cited elsewhere in this report could not be replicated using this data source.